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• Introduction
• Why baryon asymmetry in high energy collisions is a puzzle?

• Photonuclear processes and measurements from STAR
• What is offered by inclusive photonuclear interactions ?

• Opportunities with RHIC and STAR upgrade 
• Why extended pseudorapidity and PID capability of STAR is the best choice ?

• What more: Di-hadron correlations, collectivity in photon-induced processes
• How do understand that microscopic origin of collectivity ?
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Introduction: baryon asymmetry in high energy collision
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Baryon asymmetry in the central rapidity region

P.Tribedy, Aug 22, 2019, STAR Collaboration meeting, Krakow, Poland 4
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The time available for valence 
quark is too short to be stopped 

No ab initio theory to explain baryon 
stopping in hadronic interactions

Also, why the distribution follows an 
exponential distribution

Nicole Lewis, BNL NP seminar Kharzeev, Phys. Lett. B, 378 (1996) 238-246
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What carries the baryon number ?

1/3

1/31/3

The gauge invariant configuration of the baryon wave function 
describes it has a string-junction made of gluons. If this junction 
carries baryon number they can be easily stopped in collisions

Conventional picture Baryon junction picture

The conventional picture of baryon 
assumes baryon number is carried 
by three individual quarks — this is 
however an assumption 

carry

Kharzeev, Phys. Lett. B, 378 (1996) 238-246
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How a junction can be stopped?

U.S. Department of Energy | O�ce of Science
Early Career Research Program | DE-FOA-0002563

P.Tribedy, Aug 22, 2019, STAR Collaboration meeting, Krakow, Poland 4
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Figure 3 – (Left) Exponential dependence of midrapidity (y ¥ 0) baryon density per participant pair in central
heavy ion collisions with Ybeam which is equal to the rapidity di�erence between beam and detector midrapidity
(”y) [27–32]. (Middle) Cartoon of baryon-junction proposed in Ref [3, 38, 39] that carries the baryon number
instead of the valence quarks. Each valence quark, when scattered will produce a meson but the baryon-quantum
number will be intact with the junction. (Right) Diagram from Ref [3] indicating how a baryon-junction (J)
from a colliding proton can be stopped to produce a net-baryon at central rapidity in p + p collisions. The
cross-section of these processes will drop exponentially with rapidity with a damping factor characterized by the
baryon junction –J

0 ƒ 1/2.

the inter-quark distance inside a typical baryon [3]. Many ab initio models of particle production
such as CGC [33], HIJING [34, 35] and AMPT [36, 37] either do not attempt to or simply use
phenomenological parametrization to describe the baryon production at mid-rapidity. A question
is what is a possible mechanism that can describe these observations.

We propose that measurement of baryon production in photonuclear events is a possible way to
address this problem. Contrary to the standard assumptions, it has been proposed that baryon num-
ber is carried by non-perturbative Y-shaped configurations of gluon fields, called baryon-junctions,
rather than valence quarks [3]. Such junctions are the only possible gauge invariant structure of the
baryon wave function, and have been widely studied in Lattice QCD [38,39]. Baryon junctions are
flux-tube configurations that contain an infinite number of gluons and typically carry a minuscule
fraction of the colliding baryon’s momentum xJ π xV . Unlike valence quarks, the junctions from a
target hadron/nucleus have su�cient time ((xJP )≠1 ∫ (xV P )≠1) to interact and be stopped by the
soft parton field of the projectile in the mid-rapidity region, even in high energy collisions. While
the baryon-junction is stopped at a particular rapidity y, the valence quarks may be pulled away,
producing a qq̄ pair in the process, which will populate the region between y and the fragmentation
region characterized by beam rapidity Y

beam

(see Fig.3 middle & right). The produced baryons
are expected to: 1) have low transverse momentum due to soft partons involved in the process, 2)
may have di�erent quark content than the colliding baryon and, 3) will be accompanied by many
pions, therefore leading to high multiplicity events. However, the most important feature of the
baryon-junction stopping process is the characteristic exponential damping of the cross section with
the rapidity loss variable (≥ exp(≠–

J
0

(y≠Y

beam

)) determined by the Regge intercepts of the baryon
junction (–J

0

ƒ 1/2) (see Ref. [3]). Such a fundamental conjecture about baryons has never been
tested successfully in an experiment. The signature of an exponentially falling cross section with
rapidity is likely to be washed out in hadronic and symmetric collisions since the stopping of both
target (≥ exp(≠–

J
0

(y ≠ Y

beam

)) and projectile (≥ exp(–J
0

(y ≠ Y

beam

)) will compensate each other,
leading to a nearly symmetric distribution. Therefore, photon induced interactions on hadrons and
nuclei provide a unique opportunity in this context. Due to the absence of baryons in one of the
colliding objects, the characteristic exponential shape may be visible in “ +p and “ +A interactions

4

A string-junction from a target can be stopped by the soft parton 
field of the projectile, the cross section will drop exponentially with 
the rapidity loss (y-Ybeam), pions will fill the gap between y and Ybeam

This can provide a natural explanation of baryon asymmetry at (y=0)

Exponential rapidity  
dependence cannot be 
seen in p+p/A+A due to 
this compensation

Kharzeev, Phys. Lett. B, 378 (1996) 238-246
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Baryon free projectile

In photon-induced 
processes we should 
be able to see 
exponential rapidity 
dependence

Kharzeev, Phys. Lett. B, 378 (1996) 238-246
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Connections to other recent work: baryon-VM swap

In a purely hadronic interaction picture the exchange of the 
baryonic quantum number. A baryon is found at mid-rapidity 
whereas a vector meson is found near target fragmentation.

Spencer Klein, POETIC, Sept 2019 

Ayerbe Gayoso et al., Eur.Phys.J.A 57 (2021) 12, 342 [arXiv: 2107.06748]

 J.M. Laget, Phys. Rev. C 104, 025202 (2021) 
 [arXiv:2104.13078] 

See the recent measurements: 

W.  B. Li et al. (Jefferson Lab Fπ Collaboration) 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 182501
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Connections to other recent work: baryon-VM swap

In a purely hadronic interaction picture the exchange of the 
baryonic quantum number. A baryon is found at mid-
rapidity whereas a vector meson is found near target 
fragmentation


Connections to the microscopic picture of baryon junction?

Spencer Klein, POETIC, Sept 2019 

Ayerbe Gayoso et al., Eur.Phys.J.A 57 (2021) 12, 342 [arXiv: 2107.06748]

 J.M. Laget, Phys. Rev. C 104, 025202 (2021) 
 [arXiv:2104.13078]

J J

J J

J J
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What does Pythia predict ?

PYTHIA produces much steeper slope for net-proton that is incompatible with global data on 
baryon stopping in A+A or what is predicted by baryon junction picture

RHIC photonuclear kinematics Possible EIC DIS kinematics
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Photonuclear processes at RHIC and LHC

11
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Photonuclear processes at the LHC
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Q2 ~ (︎ħc/RA)2 →0, γL (p, LHC)=6.51e3, 

Eγ (LHC) ~ γL ( ︎ħc/RA) ~71 GeV

WγPb (LHC) ~ 844 GeV, dNtrk/dη (HM) > 10

ATLAS collaboration performed this pioneering 
measurements of collectivity in γ+Pb collisions 
CMS has performed the same in γ+p collisions

ATLAS collect γ+Pb collisions by 
triggering on ultra-peripheral Pb+Pb

ATLAS Collaboration, Phys. Rev. C 104, 014903 (2021) [2101.10771]
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Inclusive photonuclear processes at RHIC
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e+p/A DIS (Q2 >1 GeV2), most events have Q2→0, called photoproduction processes

Until the EIC is built ultra-peripheral p/A+A collisions → opportunity to study photoproduction

P.Tribedy, Aug 22, 2019, STAR Collaboration meeting, Krakow, Poland 5

Approximate RHIC γ+p/Au kinematics: 


Gold ion: A~197, RA ~ 1.2 (A)1/3  fm                       
(︎ħc/RA) ~ 0.03 GeV  ︎                          
Q2 = (︎ħc/RA)2 ~0.001 GeV2→ 0  

Eγ ~ γLorentz ( ︎ħc/RA), WγN ~√(4EγEA) 

γLorentz (Au, RHIC)= 27-100                        
Eγ (RHIC) ≲ 3 GeV

WγN = (RHIC) ~ 10-40 GeV

Gold ion: A � 197, RA � 1.2 (A)1/3 fm

�c/RA � 0.03GeV

Q2 = (�c/RA)2 � 0.001 (GeV/c)2 � 0

E� � �Lorentz (�c/RA), W�,N �
�

4E�EA

�Lorentz(Au, RHIC) = 27 � 100

E�(RHIC) � 3GeV

W�,N (RHIC) � 10 � 40 GeV

x � (PT /W�,N )2 : 0.001 < x < 0.01

(For PT � 1 GeV/c & rapidity y = 0)
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Identifying photonuclear events with the STAR detector
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Events like these are eliminated by coincidence triggers, threshold, vetoing and not saved during 
run, only datasets on tape: 2017 Au+Au 54 GeV (477 μb-1) and 2019 Au+Au 200 GeV (80 μb-1). 
Recently taken 2021 d+Au data and future 2023 Au+Au data provide unique opportunities.
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eAu and ep Monte Carlo simulations
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e+Au with BeAGLE (thanks to Z.Tu) and e+p with PYTHIA (thanks to M.Mondal, K.Kauder) 

Ee =10 GeV, Ep/Au = 27 and 100 GeV, Eγ<2 GeV,  0.001<Q2 <0.01 GeV2

Au+Au with UrQMD with RHIC-ZDC ToyMC (thanks to S.Choudhuri)

√s= 54 GeV, 0<b<15 fm, tuned to STAR TPC vs ZDC correlation 

Monte Carlo simulations for e+p/Au indicates which detectors should be active
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ZDC single neutron peak

16

Identifying the Single Neutron Peak

Low multiplicity events collected with ZDC triggers
Cutting on single neutron peak, dominated by 𝛾 + 𝐴 events 

11/30/2021 Nicole Lewis, BNL NP Seminar 23

Nicole Lewis for the STAR collaboration, DNP 2021

Primary selection based on 1nXn cut on ZDCs, the 1n cut on the photon emitting nucleus in 
the ZDC reduce beam-gas, FXT events
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Background from Au+Au events
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Hadronic events with asymmetry in neutrons and ZDCs are background
(Deformed nuclei, fluctuations of nucleon and clustering of fragment)

Typical response of RHIC-ZDCs After applying γ+A like trigger 

Spectator & η-asymmetry are anti-correlated in hadronic events while the opposite is expected for γ+A
(easily identifiable by measuring the slope of dN/dη)
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Study of abort gaps and vertex mismatch

18

Nicole Lewis for the STAR collaboration, DNP 2021

18 out of 120 bunch crossings have only 
one beam, they are studied to estimate 
contribution from beam-gas/material (~3%)
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Figure 6: The primary vertex position along the beam pipe measured by the VPD, ZV PD
vtx ,

versus the same position as obtained using the primary tracks reconstructed in the TPC,
ZTPC
vtx in 510 GeV p+p collisions (left frame) and 200 GeV Au+Au collisions (right frame).

The insets depict the difference ∆Z = ZV PD
vtx -ZTPC

vtx which allows the extraction of the
VPD’s Zvtx resolution as the standard deviation of the difference distributions.

from the fits are typically ∼2.4 cm and ∼1 cm in 510 GeV p+p collisions
and 200 GeV Au+Au collisions, respectively.

4. Summary and conclusions

The 2×3 channel “pVPD” [2] vertex and start-timing detector in the
STAR experiment at RHIC has been replaced by a 2×19 channel detector
in the same acceptance. This Vertex Position Detector (VPD) exists as two
identical assemblies, one on each side of STAR, very close to the beam pipe
and ∼5.7 m from the center of STAR. The readout channels in each assembly
include a Pb converter followed by a fast plastic scintillator and a mesh dyn-
ode PMT. The PMT signals are digitized by two different sets of electronics
for use in the STAR Level-0 trigger to select minimum bias collisions, to
constrain the location of the primary collision vertex along the beam pipe,
and to provide the start time needed by other fast timing detectors in STAR.

The system must be configured for each RHIC beam separately to provide
a consistent performance despite the wide range of beam particles (protons to
Au) and beam energies (7.7 to 510 GeV) provided by the RHIC. The slewing
and offset corrections are performed using an iterative procedure and require
a careful rejection of outlier times from non-prompt particles.

The single-detector resolution of the VPD, σ0, is approximately 95 ps in

13

The forward Vertex Position detector (VPDs) 
are used in γ+A events to force mismatch of 
vertex from STAR tracking using TPC & timing 
using VPDs (|ΔZ| >10 cm)

γ+A

A+A

    Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A 759 (2014) 23-28, [arXiv:1403.6855]
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Charged hadron multiplicity distribution and η asymmetry in γ+Au

19

Nicole Lewis for the STAR collaboration, DNP 2021

Our triggered Photonuclear (γ+Au rich 
events) sample have multiplicities close to 
80-100% peripheral Au+Au events 

Charged hadron distributions show rapidity 
asymmetry in TPCs
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particle/anti-particle ratio in γ+Au-rich events compared to Au+Au

20

Nicole Lewis for the STAR collaboration, DNP 2021

Excess soft proton over antiproton at mid-
rapidity for 𝒑𝑻 ≲ 𝟏 𝐆𝐞𝐕/𝒄 in γ+Au-rich 
events compared to Au+Au events

Excess disappears at high pT and for pions 
and kaons

STAR preliminary measurements 
available for the double ratio of 
spectra in γ+Au over Au+Au 

(to minimize the effects of  efficiency)
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Comparison to PYTHIA

21

Nicole Lewis for the STAR collaboration, DNP 2021

PYTHIA6 γ*+p simulation predicts pion, kaon, and proton ratios to be consistent with unity within 
uncertainty
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Comparison to PYTHIA ep/pp

22

Nicole Lewis for the STAR collaboration, DNP 2021

PYTHIA6 γ*+p simulation predicts pion, kaon, and proton ratios to be consistent with unity within 
uncertainty, scaling by p+p does not produce the trend
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What happens to the rapidity dependence of baryons 

23

Rapidity dependence of net-baryon in γ+Au events would be interesting, baryon junction 
predicts exponential dependence at low pT

STAR measurements in  
γ+Au-rich events are 
coming soon
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Opportunities at the EIC

24

All three detector proposals have low p PID capable detectors such as TOF: exciting opportunity

p 
(G

eV
/c

)

TOF

Zhangbu Xu, BES-Tea Seminar 
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What else: di-hadron correlations, CGC & collectivity

25
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Forward di-hadron correlations in p+A from STAR

10

Breit-Wheeler Process
e

e-

+

Two real photons 
colliding to create a 
real e+-e- pair

Xiaoxuan Chu DNP2020, Oct. 31 4

STAR forward detector

East

West

p+p and p+A collisions at ,)) = 200 GeV
• Au, Al beams → A dependence
• Forward rapidity hadron production 

• can access low-x gluons
• with high-x quark probe

• The high energy photons form shower at 
FMS, can be reconstructed: cluster finding, 
shower shape fitting

• π0 decays into two photons, is constructed 
from a pair of photon candidates

p
A π 0

π 0

Forward Meson Spectrometer

small-x
large-x

Kinematics probe 
gluons inside nuclei
at small-x 

Area of C(Δφ) : 
p+p > p+Al > p+Au

Width of C(Δφ) : 
p+p ~ p+Al ~ p+Au

Pedestal:
p+p ~ p+Al ~ p+Au

Albacete et al., Phys. Rev. D 99, 014002

STAR Collaboration, arXiv:2111.10396 

0
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Suppression of back-to-back π  pairs in p+A relative to p+p follow ~A1/3 dependence
 —> consistent with expectations from gluon saturation
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di-hadron correlations and collectivity due to gluon saturation

27

1

2

At fundamental levels conservation laws  
determine correlation among few particles

These correlations will not fill  
the full-phase space 
(Seen in experiment)

Local charge conservation

Momentum conservation

1
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+

4
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Figure 2: The two-dimensional di-hadron correlations in di↵erent collision systems.
Figures are compiled from Refs. [5,6,10] and [14]. The correlations include two major
components, the di-jet and the ridge for the systems shown in the upper panel. The
red arrow points to the region where the long-range ridge component is expected to
dominate over the di-jet components. For the systems shown in the lower panel only
the di-jet components are visible.

2 Azimuthal correlation observables at RHIC and
LHC

Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional (2D) di-hadron correlation function (per-trigger-
particle associated yield distribution) expressed in terms of relative pseudo-rapidity
(�⌘) and azimuthal angle (��) of the emitted particles. The short range di-jet
correlations give rise to a narrow near-side peak at (�⌘ = 0,�� = 0) but can extend
over the entire �⌘ in the away side (�� ⇠ ⇡) whereas the long-range ridge-like
correlations can persist up to large �⌘ in both near and away sides. The dominance
of the ridge component over the dijets can lead to the appearance of the long-range
structure in the near side, as seen in the lower panel for higher multiplicity p +
p/A and also in A+A collisions. In low multiplicity p + p/A and in e

+ � e

�, no
near side ridge is seen indicating dilute regime of QCD to dominate the particle

3

(Conservation ⟹ perfect configurations)

+
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FIG. 1. Two-particle correlation function in relative pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle showing long range ridge-like
structure in high multiplicity p+p, p+Pb as compared to peripheral Pb+Pb collisions. Figures are taken from [6, 13, 43]

vation of sizable Fourier harmonic coe�cients vn(pT ) up
to n = 4 and its higher order moments of the azimuthal
correlation generally attributed to anisotropic flow. Most
importantly, several characteristics, such as the mass de-
pendence of both hpT i and vn(pT ) have been found to be
similar to what is seen in A+A collisions.

However it is worth to mention that some striking con-
trasts also exist. Unlike in A+A collisions, where the
observation of jet-quenching has been one of the pillars
of the discovery of a strongly interacting Quark Gluon
Plasma (QGP), so far no evidence of (mini) jet-quenching
has been found in small systems [49–52]. Even though the
standard jet-quenching analysis in small-systems is com-
plicated due to trigger bias e↵ects, the absence of such
phenomena may provide important insights with regard
to the theoretical interpretation of the observed phenom-
ena.

B. General theorectical perspectives

It is useful to first address the question about the ori-
gin of long-range azimuthal correlations (shown in Fig.1)
from a more general point of view and formulate our the-
oretical expectations based on previous observations in
small and large systems. While causality arguments im-
ply that any long range rapidity correlations must origi-
nate from the very early stages of the collision [44], this
leaves open the question how the observed momentum
space correlations are created dynamically during the
space-time evolution. Specifically one can, at least from a
theoretical point of view, distinguish two di↵erent mech-
anisms whereby momentum space correlations of hadrons
produced in the final state reflect

i) intrinsic momentum space correlations of the par-
tons produced in initial (semi-) hard scatterings

and/or

ii) position space correlations between initial state
partons, e.g. the initial state geometry, which are

transformed into momentum space correlations due
to final state interactions.

While in any realistic scenario, both kinds of correla-
tions i) and ii) contribute to the long-range azimuthal
correlations, their relative strength depends on the mag-
nitude of final state e↵ects. In low-multiplicity p + p

collisions for example, the dominant source of long-range
azimuthal correlations is due to the production of back
to back (mini-) jets. Since in this case the density of pro-
duced partons is low, the typical (semi-) hard partons
produced in the initial scattering escape the interaction
region without final state e↵ects significantly a↵ecting
their back-to-back correlation. Considering on the other
hand soft particle production amidst large parton den-
sities in nucleus-nucleus collisions, it is well established
that the azimuthal anisotropy of say pT � 1 GeV parti-
cles is dominated by the final state response to the initial
state geometry. In this case the mean-free path of a typ-
ical (semi-) hard parton is small compared to the system
size, such that the initial state momentum correlations
of ⇠ GeV partons are destroyed during the equilibration
process. Therefore, the subsequent dynamics of the equi-
librated QGP can be accurately described by relativistic
hydrodynamics.

Even though it is sometimes possible to choose the
kinematics such that one mechanism dominates over the
other, there are various examples in-between where both
initial state and final state e↵ects are important. One
prominent example includes the behavior of jets in heavy-
ion collisions. While highly energetic jets can escape the
interaction region without equilibrating, they can loose a
significant part of their energy through interactions with
the softer medium. Even though the dominant correla-
tion of the leading high-pT particles is still due to the ini-
tial back-to-back correlation, the path length dependence
of the energy loss in the medium also leads to an addi-
tional correlation with the initial state geometry. Such
correlations are reflected e.g. by the high-momentum
vn(pT ) measuring correlations between soft and hard par-
ticles.

2

FIG. 1. Two-particle correlation function in relative pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle showing long range ridge-like
structure in high multiplicity p+p, p+Pb as compared to peripheral Pb+Pb collisions. Figures are taken from [6, 13, 43]

vation of sizable Fourier harmonic coe�cients vn(pT ) up
to n = 4 and its higher order moments of the azimuthal
correlation generally attributed to anisotropic flow. Most
importantly, several characteristics, such as the mass de-
pendence of both hpT i and vn(pT ) have been found to be
similar to what is seen in A+A collisions.

However it is worth to mention that some striking con-
trasts also exist. Unlike in A+A collisions, where the
observation of jet-quenching has been one of the pillars
of the discovery of a strongly interacting Quark Gluon
Plasma (QGP), so far no evidence of (mini) jet-quenching
has been found in small systems [49–52]. Even though the
standard jet-quenching analysis in small-systems is com-
plicated due to trigger bias e↵ects, the absence of such
phenomena may provide important insights with regard
to the theoretical interpretation of the observed phenom-
ena.

B. General theorectical perspectives

It is useful to first address the question about the ori-
gin of long-range azimuthal correlations (shown in Fig.1)
from a more general point of view and formulate our the-
oretical expectations based on previous observations in
small and large systems. While causality arguments im-
ply that any long range rapidity correlations must origi-
nate from the very early stages of the collision [44], this
leaves open the question how the observed momentum
space correlations are created dynamically during the
space-time evolution. Specifically one can, at least from a
theoretical point of view, distinguish two di↵erent mech-
anisms whereby momentum space correlations of hadrons
produced in the final state reflect

i) intrinsic momentum space correlations of the par-
tons produced in initial (semi-) hard scatterings

and/or

ii) position space correlations between initial state
partons, e.g. the initial state geometry, which are

transformed into momentum space correlations due
to final state interactions.

While in any realistic scenario, both kinds of correla-
tions i) and ii) contribute to the long-range azimuthal
correlations, their relative strength depends on the mag-
nitude of final state e↵ects. In low-multiplicity p + p

collisions for example, the dominant source of long-range
azimuthal correlations is due to the production of back
to back (mini-) jets. Since in this case the density of pro-
duced partons is low, the typical (semi-) hard partons
produced in the initial scattering escape the interaction
region without final state e↵ects significantly a↵ecting
their back-to-back correlation. Considering on the other
hand soft particle production amidst large parton den-
sities in nucleus-nucleus collisions, it is well established
that the azimuthal anisotropy of say pT � 1 GeV parti-
cles is dominated by the final state response to the initial
state geometry. In this case the mean-free path of a typ-
ical (semi-) hard parton is small compared to the system
size, such that the initial state momentum correlations
of ⇠ GeV partons are destroyed during the equilibration
process. Therefore, the subsequent dynamics of the equi-
librated QGP can be accurately described by relativistic
hydrodynamics.

Even though it is sometimes possible to choose the
kinematics such that one mechanism dominates over the
other, there are various examples in-between where both
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prominent example includes the behavior of jets in heavy-
ion collisions. While highly energetic jets can escape the
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tion of the leading high-pT particles is still due to the ini-
tial back-to-back correlation, the path length dependence
of the energy loss in the medium also leads to an addi-
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Pb+Pb (60-70%)

Fig. 4. The long-range ridge like correlations in di↵erent collision systems. Figures are
obtained from Refs.83–85

like the default mode of pythia, in this case the sampled gluons are not
associated with separate MPIs and are already assigned to strings.4 The
strong growth of transverse momentum with multiplicity is already gener-
ated at the gluonic level, i.e. in the CGC initial state before hadronization.
This is because, in some sense, the concept of parton showers, MPIs, and
color-reconnection is already built in the framework of CGC. In the flux-
tube picture, di↵erent independent ladders, as shown in Fig.2(right), that
produce gluons, are correlated over a length scale of 1/Q

2

S . One finds that
the typical number of produced gluons to be Ng / Q

2

SS?, i.e. proportional
to the number of flux tubes. Also since the saturation scale is the only
scale in the CGC, one finds the typical momentum of produced gluons to
be hpT ig / hQSi, leading to hpT ig / p

Ng/S?. One naturally expects a
strong growth of average transverse momentum with multiplicity in CGC.
Such a dependence is already incorporated in the IP-Glasma model that ini-
tializes the CGC+Lund model and get propagated to the level of hadrons.
The e↵ect of mass ordering comes purely from the Lund string fragmenta-
tion.

4.3. Long-range ridge-like correlations

The experimental two-dimensional di-hadron correlation function in �⌘ �
�� is shown in Fig.4 for p+p, p+A and A+A collisions. One of the most
striking observations in high multiplicity p+p (and also p+A) collisions in
recent times has been the appearance of near side (�� ⇠ 0) ridge-like struc-
ture in such correlation functions that spread over a long range in pseudo-
rapidity83,84,86–89 as shown in the left and the middle panel of Fig. 4. The
interesting feature of this data is that the structure of such correlations
looks very similar to what has been observed in heavy ion collisions85,90–92

as shown on the same plot. Like heavy ion collisions, the ridge-like compo-
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Deviations from these perfect configurations or correlation among few 
particles ⟹ Important physics at play (often non-perturbative)

Figure 2: The two-dimensional di-hadron correlations in di↵erent collision systems.
Figures are compiled from Refs. [5,6,10] and [14]. The correlations include two major
components, the di-jet and the ridge for the systems shown in the upper panel. The
red arrow points to the region where the long-range ridge component is expected to
dominate over the di-jet components. For the systems shown in the lower panel only
the di-jet components are visible.

2 Azimuthal correlation observables at RHIC and
LHC

Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional (2D) di-hadron correlation function (per-trigger-
particle associated yield distribution) expressed in terms of relative pseudo-rapidity
(�⌘) and azimuthal angle (��) of the emitted particles. The short range di-jet
correlations give rise to a narrow near-side peak at (�⌘ = 0,�� = 0) but can extend
over the entire �⌘ in the away side (�� ⇠ ⇡) whereas the long-range ridge-like
correlations can persist up to large �⌘ in both near and away sides. The dominance
of the ridge component over the dijets can lead to the appearance of the long-range
structure in the near side, as seen in the lower panel for higher multiplicity p +
p/A and also in A+A collisions. In low multiplicity p + p/A and in e

+ � e

�, no
near side ridge is seen indicating dilute regime of QCD to dominate the particle

3
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scale deviation ⟹ interesting to study with decreasing system size
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Figure 9: An example of the template-fitting procedure for a selected ?T range. The left plot displays the LM data
with open markers and the simultaneous fit in the green dotted line. The lower panel displays the pull distribution. In
the top panel of the right plot, the solid red line shows the total fit to the HM data in black markers. The dashed
green line shows the scaled LM plus pedestal, while the dashed blue and dotted magenta lines indicate the two
flow contributions to the fit, . ridge

2 = ⌧ [1 + 2E2,2 cos(2�q)] and .
ridge
3 = ⌧ [1 + 2E3,3 cos(3�q)], shifted upwards

by �.LM (0) for visibility. The middle-right panel shows the pull distribution for the template fit in the top panel.
The bottom-right panel shows the same set of data and fit components, where the scaled LM distribution has been
subtracted to better isolate the modulation.

has a significant e�ect on the extracted E2,2 and E3,3 values. The resulting E=,= values are positive in all
selections, with one exception: in the ?0T-dependent results with a single HM selection, the E2,2 value for
3 < ?T < 5 GeV is negative. Additionally, the E2,2 value for 2 < ?T < 3 GeV is significantly lower than
that for 1.2 < ?T < 2 GeV. In these selections, the E3,3 values also rise significantly. The template fits to
these selections are shown in Figure 12, and are discussed further below.

5.2 Factorization test

In the flow paradigm, a two-particle azimuthal modulation characterized by a E=,= value arises from the
product of nonzero azimuthal anisotropies, E=, for each particle. These are related via E=,= (?0T, ?1T) =
E= (?0T)E= (?1T), or E=,= (?0T, ?1T) = E= (?T)2 if 0 and 1 are selected from the identical particle ?T range.
Thus, a single-particle flow coe�cient E= (?0T) may be determined from two-particle E=,= values through

E= (?0T) = E=,= (?0T, ?1T)/E= (?1T) = E=,= (?0T, ?1T)/
q
E=,= (?1T, ?1T) for a given selection on reference particle

1. To test whether the E=,= values in data are compatible with this picture, a factorization test can be
performed in which E= values for particle 0 are compared for di�erent particle 1 selections. The results of
this test for the E2 values as a function of # rec

ch are shown in Figure 13. The test demonstrates that while the
E2,2 values for di�erent ?1T selections may be di�erent, the E2 values obtained for particle 0 as a function

15

High activity γ+Pb events can accommodate a long-range ridge component (related to collectivity) 

Template fitting of di-
hadron correlations  

ATLAS collab., Phys. Rev. C 104, 014903 (2021)
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Figure 16: Charged-particle flow coe�cients E2 (left) and E3 (right) in photonuclear events with 20 < # rec
ch  60,

reported as a function of particle ?T. The vertical error bars and colored boxes represent the statistical and total
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The photonuclear data points are positioned at the average ?T value in each
interval.
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Figure 17: Charged-particle flow coe�cients E2 (left) and E3 (right) in photonuclear events with 20 < # rec
ch  60,

reported as a function of particle ?T. The vertical error bars and colored boxes represent the statistical and total
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The photonuclear data points are positioned at the average ?T value in each
interval. The data are compared with the analogous measurements in ?? collisions at 13 TeV and ?+Pb collisions at
5.02 TeV for # rec

ch � 60 [5]. The E2 data are also compared with a CGC-based theory calculation from Ref. [31].
These photonuclear data are the same as in Figure 16 but with di�erent y-axes ranges to allow comparison with
additional data and theoretical predictions.
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Elliptic anisotropy is lower in γ+Pb than in p+Pb

Shi et. al.,Phys. Rev. D 103, 054017 (2021)ATLAS collab., Phys. Rev. C 104, 014903 (2021)

CGC calculations provide 
an explanation based on 
color domain picture.

Cartoon: Blair Seidlitz, IS2021 
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Past and future search for collectivity in photon induced collisions

33

EIC
(DIS)

EIC      
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(DIS)

HERA
(PhP)

γ+p
?
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CORE/
ECCE)

?
(ATHENA/

CORE/
ECCE)

☹
(CMS)

?
(STAR, 

sPHENIX)

☹
(ZEUS, 

H1)
☹

(H1)

γ+A
?

(ATHENA/
CORE/
ECCE)

?
(ATHENA/

CORE/
ECCE)

☺
(ATLAS)

?
(STAR, 

sPHENIX)

High statistics Au+Au 
2023 data provides an 
excellent opportunity for 
STAR with forward 
upgrades for collectivity 
search in photonuclear 
events



Baryon asymmetry in photonuclear events:
What carries the baryon numbers and how baryon-asymmetry is generated in central rapidity region of 
ultra-relativistic collisions is a puzzle 
Baryon junction hypothesis may provide a microscopic explanation

Preliminary measurements from the STAR collaboration: 
particle spectra in photonuclear events using 54.4 GeV Au+Au ultraperipheral collisions 
Significantly large baryon stopping observed at low 𝑝𝑇
Rapidity dependence of baryon spectra in photonuclear events and at future EIC will be exciting

di-hadron correlations, saturation & collectivity:
Suppression of STAR forward di-hadron correlation results are consistent with gluon saturation
Gluon saturation also predicts signatures of long-range collectivity in cleaner environment of γ+p/A

ATLAS measurements show exciting hint of collectivity in photonuclear events
UPC can be a doorway to study collectivity at the future EIC 
Anticipated Au+Au 200 GeV run of RHIC (2023, 2025) sPHENIX & STAR with forward upgrade

Summary

P. Tribedy, CFNS workshop on target fragmentation, Feb 10, 2022
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Thanks
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 Baryon to meson ratio in γ+Au-rich events compared to Au+Au

36

Nicole Lewis for the STAR collaboration, DNP 2021

𝒑/𝝅 < 𝒑/𝝅 for 𝒑𝑻 ≲ 𝟏 𝐆𝐞𝐕/𝒄	  	  → Excess soft 
proton at mid-rapidity compared to pions 
observed in γ+Au compared to Au+Au 

Kaon to pion ratio serves as a baseline, no 
pT dependence is observed

STAR preliminary measurements 
available for the double ratio of 
spectra in γ+Au over Au+Au 

(to minimize the effects of  efficiency)

_
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Forward di-hadron correlations in p+A from STAR

10

Breit-Wheeler Process
e

e-

+

Two real photons 
colliding to create a 
real e+-e- pair

Xiaoxuan Chu DNP2020, Oct. 31 4

STAR forward detector

East

West

p+p and p+A collisions at ,)) = 200 GeV
• Au, Al beams → A dependence
• Forward rapidity hadron production 

• can access low-x gluons
• with high-x quark probe

• The high energy photons form shower at 
FMS, can be reconstructed: cluster finding, 
shower shape fitting

• π0 decays into two photons, is constructed 
from a pair of photon candidates

p
A π 0

π 0

Forward Meson Spectrometer

small-x
large-x

Kinematics probe 
gluons inside nuclei
at small-x 

Area of C(Δφ) : 
p+p > p+Al > p+Au

Width of C(Δφ) : 
p+p ~ p+Al ~ p+Au

Pedestal:
p+p ~ p+Al ~ p+Au

Albacete et al., Phys. Rev. D 99, 014002

STAR Collaboration, arXiv:2111.10396 
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Suppression of back-to-back π  pairs in p+A relative to p+p follow ~A1/3 dependence
 —> consistent with expectations from gluon saturation
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FIG. 2. (color online). Relative area (upper panel) and rel-
ative width (bottom panel) of back-to-back di-⇡0 correlation
at forward pseudorapidities (2.6 < ⌘ < 4.0) for di↵erent event

activities (E.A.) in p+Au relative to p+p collisions for ptrigT =
2.5�3 GeV/c as a function of passoT . The vertical bars indicate
the statistical uncertainties and the vertical bands indicate
the point-to-point systematic uncertainties. The width of the
band is chosen for visual clarity and does not reflect uncer-
tainty in p

asso

T . The measured relative area for the highest
E.A. is compared with theory predictions based on the rcBK
model [36] at an impact parameter b = 0. The lowest E.A.
points are slightly o↵set in p

asso

T for visual clarity.

at forward pseudorapidities. The low x and Q

2 regime
where the gluon density is large and expected to be satu-
rated, can be accessed by probing low-pT ⇡

0s; when pT is
high, x (Q2) is not su�ciently small to reach the nonlin-
ear regime. The simulated x and Q

2 distributions in p+p

collisions can be found in the supplemental material [32].
In the upper (bottom) panel of Fig. 2, the relative area

(width) of back-to-back di-⇡0 correlations in p+Au with
respect to p+p collisions is shown as a function of passoT
for the lowest and highest E.A.s. The area and width
in p+p collisions are obtained without E.A. selection.
The systematic uncertainties of area and width are es-
timated from nonuniform detector e�ciency for each col-
lision system as a function of �. A data driven Monte
Carlo method was performed bin by bin in pT to deter-
mine the systematic uncertainties of the area and width.
An input correlation, without detector e↵ects, was sam-
pled by two Gaussians at the near-/away-side peaks and

a constant for pedestal. A correlation with detector ef-
fects included was obtained by weighting the � distribu-
tions with the data and then a mixed-event correction
was applied to the correlation. The di↵erence between
the input and the corrected correlations defines the es-
timated systematic uncertainties, which serves as a clo-
sure test. The systematic uncertainty depends on pT and
rarely depends on E.A. The systematic uncertainties of
the relative area obtained at passoT = 1�1.5 GeV/c, 1.5�2
GeV/c, and 2�2.5 GeV/c are around 5%, 15%, and 22%,
respectively, for ptrigT = 2.5�3 GeV/c. The corresponding
systematic uncertainties of the relative width are 0.1%,
5%, and 16%.
Theoretical calculations1 from Ref. [36] predict the

area ratio of central p+Au collisions (impact parameter
b = 0) relative to p+p collisions and are shown in the up-
per panel of Fig. 2. In this model, the gluon content of
the saturated nuclear target is described with transverse-
momentum-dependent (TMD) gluon distributions and
the small-x evolution is calculated numerically by solv-
ing the nonlinear Balitsky-Kovchegov equation [40, 41]
with running coupling corrections (rcBK). No compari-
son between the data and prediction of the width is made,
since the model currently does not take into account soft
gluon radiation as well as several other factors that af-
fect the width. Agreement is found between the relative
area from predictions and the data in the highest activity
p+Au collisions.
In the upper panel of Fig. 2, at low p

asso

T , the suppres-
sion in p+Au collisions becomes larger in high activity
events compared to low activity events. In the bottom
panel, the Gaussian widths of the correlated peaks re-
main the same between p+p and p+Au at various E.A.s,
i.e., the broadening predicted in the CGC framework in
Ref. [28, 29] is not observed. This observation agrees
with a similar measurement in d+Au collisions by the
PHENIX experiment [5]. The pedestals from p+p and
p+A do not vary (see supplemental material [32]), which
can provide information on multiple parton interactions
in d+Au collisions where the measured pedestal is 2-
3 times higher than in p+p [5]. The area, width, and
pedestal for di↵erent E.A.s in p+Au collisions with full
di-⇡0

pT combinations can be found in the supplemental
material [32].

In Fig. 3, the back-to-back di-⇡0 correlations measured
in p+Al are compared with those in p+Au collisions for
di↵erent E.A. bins. The results are obtained for low di-
⇡

0

pT (ptrigT = 1.5�2 GeV/c and p

asso

T = 1�1.5 GeV/c)
because of the limited statistics of the p+Al data. The
tendency of enhanced suppression in high activity events
is observed in p+Al data. The suppression for the highest

1

Calculations are not compared with the data since Ref. [37] is for

di↵erent collision systems and Refs. [38, 39] have no centrality

dependence in p+Au collisions.
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Forward di-hadron correlations in p+A from STAR
STAR Collaboration, arXiv:2111.10396 
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FIG. 5. (color online). Monte Carlo simulations of x
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and x
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0X collisions atp
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each panel
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Forward di-hadron correlations in p+A from STAR
STAR Collaboration, arXiv:2111.10396 
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FIG. 1. (color online). The forward (2.6 < ⌘ < 4.0) back-to-back di-⇡0 correlations in MinBias p+p and the highest event
activity p+Au collisions for various pT ranges. The value for the area of the peak obtained from the Gaussian fit is given in
each panel.


